
 
   If we are honest, no one REALLY knows the  
answers to these questions…even the Fed. But 
what we can do is to try to help you make sense of 
what is happening, some of the factors involved, what 
to look for and how to hedge/protect yourself as best 
as possible. As you will learn, in the short-term, there 
are not a lot of good answers except to manage 
your expenses as best as you can, be creative and 
try to stay flexible. Longer-term, there are things 
to consider both in terms of your portfolio and 

your overall financial life situation. This edition of 
our newsletter is devoted to helping you navigate the 
growing inflation, on your own terms. It’s not a one-size-
fits all experience. Depending on where you are in 
your lifecycle, the answers for mitigating inflation 
may be different.
   It’s important to keep in mind that without 
knowing how long this will continue, we can plan 
proactively without completely blowing up your 
financial plan. We have always known that inflation 
is a powerful part of the planning process and have 
planned accordingly by using a 3% long-term inflation 
rate rather than today’s (or last year’s) inflation rate 
for decades to come. Our job is to be conservative in 
our planning projections, so we are ready! Be sure to 
check out Kathy Frakes’s last (yes, see the OWM 
Team Updates section) Financial Planning Column 
where she talks about how we navigate inflation 
from a planning perspective.
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Well, inflation has certainly arrived 
on many fronts! The big questions 
are:
1) How long will it last?
2) How bad will it get?
3) How will the Federal Reserve  
 respond?
4) How will the financial markets  
 respond?

continued on page 2

Navigating An Inflationary Environment On Your Own Terms 



   And then there is your portfolio! This is much 
trickier since we have to consider a myriad of  
economic, political and geopolitical consider-
ations as we think about what might be the best move 
right now. Given that in Q1 neither stocks nor bonds 
did well (to be expected given the economic and politi-
cal climate), it can seem like cash is best. While there is 
absolutely a place for cash in your portfolio right now, 
that is not a great long-term strategy. We also believe 
there are opportunities in the bond markets, as 
well as stock markets given a systematic,  
disciplined and non-emotional approach to the 
uncertainty. This is exactly why we take our Goals 
Based approach to investing- to weather the uncer-
tainty of a year like 2022. Take a look at Jared Jones’ 
investment column to learn more about our 
thinking, what’s working, our thoughts on the 
future and commentary from our global wealth 
partner SEI.
   For business owners, this is also a tricky time.  
Labor costs continue to go up, leases are expiring 
and require a look into the future regarding office 
space requirements, and businesses are navigat-

ing the return to the office (or not). In our  
Business Owner’s Corner, we have some tips on 
how to get through this challenging time.
    Bottomline, this is not your 1980’s inflation. 
There are layers of issues to consider that are unique 
to where we are today: unwinding Federal economic 
stimulus post pandemic, continued supply chain issues, 
geopolitical uncertainty and an upcoming mid-term 
election. While we hope the Fed learns from its  
previous efforts to curb inflation, as I said at the top of 
the column, flexibility, creativity and patience will 
be the key to navigating this inflationary time. We 
at Omega look forward to addressing your concerns 
and helping you make sure you understand what the 
impacts of inflation may be for you and how we can mit-
igate them. Feel free to reach out!
   Happy Spring!
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“Palliative care isn’t just for patients.  
Caregivers can get palliative care too!”
Palliative care (pronounced pal-lee-uh-tiv) is specialized medical care for people living with a 
serious illness. This type of care is focused on providing relief from the symptoms and stress 
of an illness. The goal is to improve quality of life for both the patient and the family. Many 
people realize that there are teams of doctors, nurses and other trained specialists who can work  
with a patient’s doctors to provide an extra layer of support. What you may not realize is that  
caregivers can also get support from this team. It may be to help decide between different  
courses of treatment for your loved one or helping with logistics of caring for your loved one. Maybe 
you need a counselor to talk about the grief that you are feeling as you deal with your loved one’s 
illness. Palliative care can help you in each of those situations.   
 
You can learn more from this interview: “EXPERT INTERVIEW: PALLIATIVE CARE” 
 
A special thanks to Sheila N. for letting us know about this resource!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t6-vtLzYIosaO6kkBZ8EuQyXJxM3i5uU/view?usp=sharing
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Planning Updates

     

by Kathy Frakes, CFP®

The headlines are full of news about inflation. As Lisa said 
on the front page, we can plan proactively to help you 
keep on track with your financial plan. Let’s take a 
step back and think about the various inputs that we have 
to consider as we project your financial situation into the 
future 30 years (or more!). You provide us with data about 
your income, expenses, and tax situation today. We have 
reports that tell us what rate of return you earned in the 
last 12 month. From there we have to make many assump-
tions about the future: rates of return on your investments, 
the sequence of those rates of return, tax rates, tax laws, 
savings rates, how long you will be on the planet,  
general inflation, healthcare inflation, education inflation, 
real estate inflation…just to name a few. This quarter, I’d 
like to share with you how we address general  
inflation.

 

We know that currently inflation as measured by the 
Consumer Price Index (CPI-U) for the twelve months 
ending 3/31/22 is 8.5%. What does that mean? The  
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States Department 
of Labor defines the CPI-U as:
 
“a measure of the average change over time in the  
prices paid by urban consumers for a market basket of 
consumer goods and services.”
 

The inflation rate is the difference of that measure over 
a period of time—in this case the twelve months from 
4/1/2021 to 3/31/2022. (To take a deeper dive, check out 
https://www.usinflationcalculator.com/inflation/inflation-vs-
consumer-price-index-cpi-how-they-are-different/)  
 
The problem we face is that inflation rates change. Many of 
you can remember the late 1970s when inflation was 11-
13%. However, from 2010 – 2020, inflation never got above 
3.2%. So what rate should we use to project 30 years or 
more into the future? Although we can’t guarantee 
that history will repeat itself, it makes sense to us to 
look at long-term averages. Based on CPI data for the 
last 100 years, we can see the following average inflation 
rates: 
   last 30 years   2.32%
   last 40 years  2.78%
   last 100 years  2.82%
 
Based on that information, we feel comfortable assum-
ing the average inflation rate over the next 30 years 
will be 3%. When we run your plan update, we would 
be happy to show you the difference even just 0.5% 
higher or lower inflation can make in your long-term 
projection.  

We look at this type of data each January to determine 
what assumptions we will use for that year’s plan updates.  
That brings up another way we help mitigate the risk 
of inflation in our planning: we run planning num-
bers often. There are no guarantees but we believe 
that using reasonable assumptions and running the 
numbers often can provide you with sufficient data 
to make small adjustments early if they become  
necessary to keep you on track with your financial 
plan.
 
Speaking of inflation, be sure to check out the piece 
written by our guest columnist, Debbie Cutler, about 
rising insurance costs (Page 8).
 
Good wealth management is about looking at your 
WHOLE financial picture: retirement, taxes,  
cashflows, insurance, investments, and estate  
planning. That’s what we are here to do for you!

https://www.usinflationcalculator.com/inflation/inflation-vs-consumer-price-index-cpi-how-they-are-different/
https://www.usinflationcalculator.com/inflation/inflation-vs-consumer-price-index-cpi-how-they-are-different/
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The first quarter for 2022 was a head spinning one for financial markets. While there was a rally heading 
into the end of the quarter, all 3 major U.S. equity indexes finished at a loss culminating in the worst quarter for 
performance in 2 years.

Uncertainty seems to be the name of the game right now. On one hand we have the Federal Reserve looking 
to combat the highest inflation in four decades by raising interest rates, all while attempting to avoid 
a recession. On the other hand, we experienced massive uncertainty in the early days (and still) during 
the Russia invasion into Ukraine. The true global economic cost of this invasion might not be known for some 
time, but it certainly won’t help things like inflation that are already hurting the economy. This uncertainty has left 
markets seeking to find their level, and as a result we’ve seen a massive uptick in volatility. 

It seems underpinning all this uncertainty is the Fed’s plan to raise interest rates. In mid-March the Fed raised rates 
for the first time since 2019, and in doing so removed a historic wave of stimulus that has driven stock markets to 
all-time highs and fueled increasingly speculative investments over 2020 and 2021. The Fed has decided the 8%+ 
inflation snaking its way through the economy is a bigger risk at the moment than taking the punch bowl away from 
the party.

The Federal Reserve is seeking to thread the thinnest of needles with their upcoming actions. To cool 
inflation the Fed needs to bring down demand. The best tool they have to bring down demand is to raise the 
cost of borrowing. By raising interest rates, things like credit cards, mortgages, business loans all become more  
expensive. With higher borrowing costs businesses and consumers decide to not spend as much - or at all. To 
avoid an economic crash landing the Federal Reserve needs to raise interest rates fast enough to bring 
down inflation, but not so fast that it crushes demand altogether. The bad news here is that over the 
last 11 economic cycles, the Federal Reserve has only hit the runway 3 times.

What’s been fascinating is that the anticipation of rising rates alone has led to turmoil in the bond  
markets. To get a sense of how interest rates are impacting the economy, most look to the yield (or interest rate) 
on the U.S. 10-Year Treasury Note. Yields on the 10-year treasury moved markedly upwards, and as of April 
8th sit at 2.78%, up from 1.533% to start 2022. The first victim of rising rates appears to be mortgages which 
have had one of their fastest rate increases on record over the last 6 weeks. Rates on 30-year fixed mortgages now 
sit above 5% on average, up from below 3% for much of 2020 and 2021. 

All of this combined has led to an investment environment where there has been nowhere to hide. Under normal 
circumstances, bonds and stock have inverse relationships so that when one is doing poorly the other does well. 
This year that hasn’t been the case, and broadly speaking, the only asset class performing well in the current  
environment is commodities. Currently, commodities are up around 35-40% depending on the day and have  
historically been one of the riskiest asset classes. 

While we’re not in the worst of times right now, difficult times like these can lead to two of the most 
common investing mistakes for long-term investor. If you’re more impervious to risk, you may notice yourself 
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Investment Outlook - continued from page 4

2022 Year to Date Performance as of 03/31/2022 by Index:
Benchmark  Benchmark Returns YTD Category
Dow Jones Industrial Average -4.10% U.S. Large Cap Stocks

S&P 500 Index    -4.60% U.S. Large Cap Stocks

Russell 2000®   -7.53% U.S. Small Cap Stocks

MSCI EAFE Index -5.79% International Stocks

Barclay’s Global Aggregate Bond -5.93% Intermediate Term Bonds

feeling like you need to take on additional risk to get a good return. Conversely, if you’re more risk averse you may 
feel a need to move everything to cash bubbling to the surface. Neither of these actions will lead to the long-term 
results investors need to achieve their goals, but it’s how we’ve been wired as humans since early in our evolutions – 
fight or flight. 

Rather than fighting for more return or fleeing to cash, we urge our clients to focus more on what they 
can control. After all, as individuals we have very little control over macroeconomic events or geopolitical conflicts. 
Below are the things you can control as investors and what we focus on at OWM: 

 • Your Risk Level – We have worked with all our clients to determine a comfortable portfolio based on their  
  risk tolerance and an expected annual return in line with your financial planning numbers.   

 • Cash Needs – I’m sure our clients are tired of us saying this, but cash needs in a down market have bigger  
  impacts than when the market is positive. We work with each of our clients to determine the best strategy for  
  cash needs whether it’s systematic withdrawals from the portfolio or borrowing against assets using a security  
  back line of credit.

 • Taxes – Investing isn’t about what you’re able to make, but what you’re able to keep. Being sure you are  
  utilizing tax efficient withdrawal strategies, and tax managed strategies are critical to keeping as much of your  
  return as possible.

 • Your Emotions – This can be the hardest area to control especially when in a down market. However, this is  
  where working with an advisor provides the highest return on value. A large well-known financial institution has  
  estimated working with an advisor can provide an additional 1.50% return over the long-term. It’s difficult to  
  quantify but working with us when emotions run high can help avoid taking action that leads to regret.

The good news is that relatively few economists and analysts see a recession in 2022. There are still  
plenty of bright spots in the economy, low unemployment being one of them. Another area that isn’t being  
focused on enough is that Americans currently have more in their savings accounts than ever before. It really is  
to be determined where we are headed after a rocky first quarter. So, in the meantime focus on what you  
can control!



Operations’ CORNER by Andrew Mehari, CFP®
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continued on page 7

•  Log in to your eMoney portal: https://wealth.emaplan.com/ema/ria/omegawealth

•  Click +Add Account in the left-hand menu:

Connect Your Accounts to See Your Financial Snapshot - See a complete picture of your financial well-being 
updated automatically, every day. Get started by adding your financial accounts, like your checking or retirement 401k 
account, to your eMoney portal.

Connecting Accounts – Your Personal Financial Portal on eMoney

To add a live connection, follow the steps below:

•  Select I have an online login to this account:

Do you have an online login to your account’s institution?

•  Type the name of the institution into the search bar:

Enter your institution’s name or website address

•  Choose the appropriate connection from the list & enter in the login credentials for the institution:

Enter your institution’s name or website address

https://wealth.emaplan.com/ema/ria/omegawealth
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Operations’ Corner - continued from page 6

1.  Test your credentials. Before entering your username and password in your eMoney portal, log in to your  
  financial institution’s separate website to ensure your credentials are up-to-date.
 
2.  Be Proactive. If you make any changes to your outside bank or retirement account, like setting a new  
  password, be sure to update the credentials for that account in your eMoney portal too.

Keep these tips in mind when adding and managing your connections:

Connections may break occasionally. If you run into a Connections error, try these steps:

Having trouble with a connection?

Click on Find New to begin. This starts a new session at your financial institution where the break  
occurred, ensuring you are troubleshooting the most recent error that may be affecting your connection 
(look for the binocular icon). 

Re-enter login credentials. Some financial institutions set passwords to expire after a certain length of 
time. If this happens, you will need to update your password at your financial institution and then update the 
connection on your eMoney portal. 

One-time access code. Some financial institutions require a secure access code before connecting to your 
eMoney portal, which will be sent from your bank via email, text, or phone call. If you see this error, be sure 
to log in at the institution’s website directly before requesting the access code. 

Do not delete the account. Deleting the connection will remove any accounts, and transaction
history. This can affect your spending and budgets and delay the resolution of open tickets.

 Note: If you are unsure of your username to get into your eMoney portal OR if your password  
has expired, please contact Andrew – andrew@omegawealthmanagement.com for assistance! 



Why are the rates continuing to rise in the home  
insurance market? As the home insurance industry 
continues to deal with increased claims costs, there  
are factors that are currently affecting your premium 
and will continue to do so in the future.    

Claims have become more prevalent and repairs / 
replacements more costly. Storms are becoming larger 
and more powerful, they last longer and pop up swiftly 
and cause significantly more damage.   

In 2021 there were 18 weather-related losses which 
caused $1 billion + in damages, this was as of Octo-
ber. 2021 was the 3rd highest total storm count for 
the Atlantic Hurricane season, 3 of the top 20 largest 
wildfires occurred in 2021. Increased development, 
changing storm and precipitation patterns as well as 
rising sea levels are all causing more flooding.    

As of August 2021 there were approximately 358,000 
job openings in the construction industry. This coupled 
with supply chain issues, result in much longer repair / 
rebuild times, which triggers coverage such as loss of 
use and larger claim payments.  

In general, the cost for material goods for new residen-
tial construction is up over 19.6% from 2020 to 2021.  

Lumber and wood product prices are up approx- 
imately 6.2% and asphalt roofing materials have  
increased in price by approximately $16.3% just to 
name a few. The cost of appliances has skyrocketed 
and in many cases they are difficult to get.    

Your home is insured for replacement value, this is 
what the insurance company feels it would take to 
rebuild your house in the event of a loss. The costs 
to repair or rebuild have increased even more and 
there are additional factors to consider such as debris 
removal, higher contractor costs, rebuilding to code, 
permits, surveys and architectural fees.  

How can you off-set some of the premium increase?  
Reach out to your insurance agent, let them know what 
your concerns are. There may be some changes that 
can be made to your policy. Please keep in mind that 
the least expensive insurance policy is not necessarily 
the best insurance policy, make sure the coverage fits 
the needs of you and your family.      
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Insurance Update 

Contact Debbie at:
Debbie_Cutler@ajg.com
703-637-4343

By: Debbie Cutler (AINS, API, CPRIA), AJ Gallagher Insurance
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For business owners, this can be a challenging time. The “Great Resignation” is making retaining and hiring 
staff quite difficult. Knowing whether to raise your prices or fees can be tricky…will your clients/customers 
accept the increases? And recently I saw a Wall Street Journal article that indicated that 11% of office leases 
are expiring in 2022- a record number since 2015 when the numbers began getting tracked. There is a lot at 
play for business owners in this environment and that doesn’t even include a possible recession. So, what is a 
business owner to do? Here are some things to consider proactively as we head into Q2:

  1) If you have a term loan hitting a balloon payment this year…get it refinanced ASAP. Waiting to  
   the actual deadline will probably result in a higher rate later this year. (If you need a new banking  
   relationship, let us know!)

  2) Take the time to look at your current labor and “cost of goods/services” costs to see if you need  
   to make some incremental changes to your fees or prices. Perhaps you need to set a new  
   minimum? Or begin a process of incrementally raising prices or fees to help buffer the impact for your  
   customers while covering your costs and making a profit.

  3) Get creative about staffing. Can you hire someone virtually, part-time, as needed? This impacts office  
   space as well as labor costs. Don’t skimp on training though, if you want to make sure they seamlessly  
   fit into your team. Also consider bonuses instead of a salary increase so that you don’t lock in  
   increased labor costs, but do create incentive and appreciation for hard work.

  4) Get creative about office space. Are you like the 11% mentioned above who have a lease expiring  
   this year? We at Omega went ahead an extended our lease for 18 months to give us time to think  
   about what the Omega office of the future looks like given our hybrid approach, future hires, etc…

We at Omega love working with business owners and we welcome the opportunity to help you  
strategize through these important decisions that can impact your business and your personal  
financial plan.

Business Owners’ Corner 
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OWM TEAM UPDATES

So long Kathy!
It is with bittersweet feelings that we say goodbye to Kathy Frakes, CFP®, 
CeFT® after nearly 6 years here at Omega. Kathy is retiring from Omega 
to help care for her first grandson, who arrives in June. As Director of 
Investments and one of our Lead Advisors, Kathy has had an important 
impact on Omega’s success over the years. Like a number of Omega’s former 
team members, we look forward to staying in touch and meeting her grandson 
in the future. As Kathy wraps up her tenure with us, we are continuing a full-on 
search for another advisor who might eventually step into her shoes. In the  
meantime, we will also be considering some changes in client advisory teams 
to make sure we have the right team of Omega team members for your needs. 
Please join us in wishing Kathy all the best in this new stage in her life! 

Speaking of tenure with Omega…we are excited to be celebrating John Weber’s 1 
year anniversary with Omega very soon, and we are going on 4 years and 7 years 
respectively for Davis Gardner and Jared Jones. The Team continues to expand 
and we look forward to introducing you to our newest hire soon! 

We are also working on building out our Client Service Department!  
We are looking for a Client Service Specialist - Click here for more info. If 
you know someone who is energized by working with people, loves to be part of 
a team environment, and brings an attention to detail…please direct them to our 
job posting. 

Finally, we wanted to let you know that we are welcoming clients back 
into the Omega office. Many clients have continued to take advantage of our 
videoconferencing capabilities given the DC traffic or that they are not based in 
the DMV area. We are flexible and look forward to “meeting” you in  
whichever medium works best for you!

https://www.omegawealthmanagement.com/careers/
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BOOKS & RESOURCES

One of your most valuable assets is your credit score. While there are credit card company offers 
to give you a look at your credit score, we find CreditKarma to be a really great app to get a quick look 
at 2 out of your 3 credit reporting agency scores. It can also help you understand why your score has 
changed and what you can do to improve it.

As a follow up resource to our guest column on property and casualty insurance… Uphelp.org 
A great place to go if you have experienced a natural disaster or are shopping for property & 
casualty insurer.

Get Energized 
by Tim Rath

Need a boost…  “Get Energized” by Tom Rath. A fantastic set of tips and  
research on how to build and sustain your energy across a number of 
areas in your life & work.

https://www.creditkarma.com/
https://uphelp.org/
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CONTACT US

200 North Glebe Road, Suite 
730, Arlington, VA 22203  
Phone (703) 387-0919   
Fax 703-387-0918   
www.omegawealthmanagement.com

Lisa A. K. Kirchenbauer, CFP®, RLP®

CeFT® (Certified Financial Transitionist®)
President and Founder 
Senoir Advisor
703-387-0919, ext. 1002
FAX: 703-387-0918
Lisa@OmegaWealthManagement.com 
• Strategic advice on planning/investments
• Business owner coaching and consulting
• Prospective new client inquiries

Jared Jones, CFP®, CIMA®, CeFT®, RLP®

Director of Investments
Lead Advisor
703-387-0919, ext. 1003
Jared@OmegaWealthManagement.com 
• Support client service & meeting  
 preparation process
• Coordinate investment research &  
 analysis process

Andrew Mehari, CFP®

Operations Manager 
Chief Compliance Officer
703-387-0919, ext. 1005 
Andrew@OmegaWealthManagement.com 
• Client Service Issues: cash needs,  
 transfers, new accounts 
• eMoney assistance 
• Business and financial operations

Davis Gardner, CFP®

Associate Financial Advisor
703-387-0919, ext. 1008
Davis@OmegaWealthManagement.com 
•  Support client service & meeting
 preparation process 

Kathy Frakes, CFP®

Director of Financial Planning
Lead Advisor
703-387-0919, ext. 1004
Kathy@OmegaWealthManagement.com 
• Strategic advice on planning/investments
• Support client service & meeting
  preparation process
• Coordinator for financial planning 
• Prospective new client inquiries

Carol Kulmayer
Office Manager
703-387-0919, ext. 1001
Carol@OmegaWealthManagement.com 
• Office management
• Greeting clients
• Appointment scheduling
• Pay Simple fee payment support

John Weber
Financial Planning Associate
703-387-0919, ext. 1010
John@OmegaWealthManagement.com 
•  Support client service & meeting
 preparation process 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCos5Uzrq5gLTWFD1il5p95g
https://www.linkedin.com/company/omega-wealth-management/
https://www.facebook.com/omegawealthmanagement

